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Abstract: Small woods, linear tree formations, or scattered trees in agricultural areas are receiving
increasing attention for their multifunctional role, especially if associated to cultural landscapes.
Osaki Kodo’s Traditional Water Management System for Sustainable Paddy Agriculture represents
one of the most important cultural landscapes (satoyama) of Japan, also included by the FAO in
the GIAHS (Globally Important Agricultural Heritage Systems) Programme. Here, local farmers
surrounded their farmhouses with small woods, called igune, as a protection from the cold winter
wind, creating a peculiar landscape characterized by an intensively cultivated plain dotted with small
wood patches. The research aims at deepening the knowledge of igune, evaluating the landscape role
and monitoring their changes in the last 20 years, through multitemporal and spatial analyses. In
addition, a literature review has been performed to assess other Ecosystem Services (ESs) provided by
igune within the study area. Despite the limited overall surface, 1737 igune and small woods currently
characterize the area, with 72% of them having a surface smaller than 0.5 hectares. The multitemporal
and spatial analyses show that their number, distribution, and spatial pattern remained almost
completely unchanged in the last 20 years, testifying their key role in characterizing the local cultural
landscape. Least-Cost Path analysis highlighted a crucial role in connecting the two forest nodes of
the region, as 90% of the path passes inside more than 70 different igune and small woods. Literature
review demonstrated that igune and other small woods still provide various ESs, including ecological
network, habitat for various flora and fauna species, firewood, and byproducts, as well as cultural
services. This maintenance of the traditional management in cultural forests is crucial not only to
retain their landscape role, but mostly for the preservation of the related ESs, as changes in the
management can lead to changes in horizontal and vertical structures, and in species composition.
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1. Introduction

with regard to jurisdictional claims in

Cultural landscapes are receiving increasing attention in the last decades, both at the
scientific and the institutional level, thanks to their multifunctional role. The introduction
of the term cultural landscape in scientific research dates back to 1925, when the American
geographer Carl Sauer wrote that “a cultural landscape is fashioned from a natural landscape by a culture group. Culture is the agent, the natural area the medium, the cultural
landscape the result” [1], recognizing the role of culture in shaping the land. The links
between cultural values, biodiversity, and landscape have been later addressed by different
institutional initiatives. In 1992, the UNESCO World Heritage Convention became the first
international legal instrument to specifically recognize and protect cultural landscapes,
with the inclusion of the category of “cultural landscapes” within the World Heritage List,
describing them as representative of the “combined works of nature and of man”. More
recently, the European Landscape Convention, signed in 2000, defined landscape as “an
area as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction
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of natural and/or human factors”, highlighting the key role of the human and cultural
factors [2]. At the European level, in 2003, the Ministerial Conferences on the Protection of
Forests in Europe (MCPFE), now called Forest Europe, released the Vienna Resolution n. 3
during the 4th MCPFE Conference, representing a decisive step towards the inclusion of
social and cultural values in Sustainable Forest Management [3]. In the following years,
the combined work of the IUFRO, Austrian Forest Association, US Forest Service, United
Nation Forum on Forests, Council of Europe, UNESCO WHC, and Groupe d’Historie de
Forets Francaises led to the publication of the Sustainable Forest Management Guidelines,
presented in 2007 at the MCPFE conference in Warsaw, which included the cultural values
as a crucial issue to be taken into consideration by national forest programs and rural
development plans for Sustainable Forest Management [4]. The role of cultural values in
landscape management and planning, as well as for biodiversity conservation, is also the
subject of a joint program between UNESCO and the Convention on Biological Diversity
(CBD) signed in 2010 [5].
Cultural landscapes can provide multiple benefits and Ecosystem Services (ESs), both
for the local communities and for the local environment, including supply of food and
byproducts, protection of water, soil and soil fertility, preservation of biodiversity, as well
as representing habitats for flora and fauna species. In addition, they can represent touristic
destinations, or they can contribute to strengthening the cultural identity of local communities [6–9]. One of the most important initiatives undertaken at the international level
related to cultural landscapes and to traditional agricultural systems is the GIAHS (Globally Important Agricultural Heritage Systems) Programme, established by the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO), whose aim is to identify and preserve agricultural systems
of global importance with their landscapes, biodiversity and agrobiodiversity, traditional
knowledge, and associated culture [10]. The traditional activities carried out in these
sites by generations of farmers and shepherds produced sustainable agricultural heritage
systems, but also shaped the land to adapt to various and often difficult environmental
conditions, creating unique cultural landscapes [11]. Among the GIAHS sites (62 systems
in 22 countries are designated as GIAHS sites as of June 2022), many are based on forests or
agroforestry systems, as these systems always played a fundamental role for rural communities, providing multiple products and services, often corresponding to a sustainable and
integrated management between agriculture and forests [12]. This functional interrelation
between agricultural and forest activities is increasingly important, especially considering
the context of northern hemisphere countries, where rural areas are more and more affected
by urban sprawl around big cities [13], by the growth of agricultural monocultures, or by
the disappearance of traditional agroforestry activities in marginal areas [14].
Unfortunately, there still is a significant lack of scientific research about the effective
importance of these traditional systems, especially concerning the issues related to cultural landscape characterization, assessment and preservation, but also considering the
different interrelated topics (food security, biodiversity, landscape, traditional knowledge,
socioeconomic assessments, etc.), as most of the published research focuses only on one
or two topics [15]. Therefore, it is important to increase the scientific knowledge of these
traditional systems by assessing and identifying all the related ESs in order to contribute
to their preservation, but also because they represent effective examples of sustainable
practices and territorial management that can provide solutions to be replicated in other
parts of the world in relation to global challenges such as climate, food security, and
socioeconomic changes.
One of the best examples of a GIAHS site where the traditional agroforestry system
is still crucial for the landscape conservation, for the wellbeing of the local community
and for the environmental services, is the one called Osaki Kodo’s Traditional Water
Management System for Sustainable Paddy Agriculture, located in Miyagi Prefecture,
Japan. Here, local farmers had to adapt to difficult environmental conditions, as most
of the area was originally occupied by swamps and wetlands and the region frequently
experienced periods of drought alternated to periods of floods. Therefore, an extensive
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system of channels was built to allow rice cultivation in the plain area, and farmers had
little choice but to build houses on slightly elevated terrain surrounded by rice paddies. On
the other hand, living in an open area that was originally a floodplain entailed the risk of
exposure to the north-westerly winter wind, called yamase, that caused the rapid decrease in
temperatures and damages to cultivations. Local farmers succeeded in reducing the effects
of the cold wind by surrounding their farmhouses with small woods, called igune [16]. The
historical relevance of igune is already attested from the 17th century; the Sendai Domain
(1600–1868 A.D.), an historical region which includes the current GIAHS site, placed great
importance on maintaining igune. Lord Date Masamune, who ruled the Domain from 1600
to 1636, established that farmers would only be allowed to cut down trees by permit from
the Domain, as a measure against floods. Farmers were required to plant a certain number
of saplings to replace the original tree, in accordance with the size of the trunk of the cut
tree. In addition, he promoted plant nurseries in 17 locations within the Domain to grow
saplings to be used for reforestation. Thanks to these historical conservation measures,
igune started to spread across a wide area within Sendai Domain, as testified also by the
“Arakawa-zeki Ezu” drawn in 1858, showing almost all the local farmhouses surrounded
by igune.
Small patches made of tree cover vegetation, despite different typology, name, and
definition (small woods, Trees Outside Forests, riparian vegetation, linear tree formations,
island forests, etc.), represent important microhabitats and an essential component of
many ecological networks in different landscapes and environments, often connecting
big forest patches [17]. Measuring and mapping connectivity at the landscape level is
more and more important, as the loss of connectivity is recognized to be a major threat to
biological diversity, considering that it can affect the size and quality of habitats, impede
or disturb movements to new habitats, and/or disturb seasonal migrations [18–22]. In
heavily human-modified landscapes, land use changes may shrink the amount of a habitat
or fragment it into smaller or differently arranged patches. Therefore, it is important to
survey the different features of the landscape structure that can act as connections between
similar habitats, as they can represent the structural connectivity, usually defined by the
physical characteristics of a landscape mosaic that permit the movement of individuals
or populations, including topography, hydrology, vegetative cover, and land uses [23].
Different approaches and theories can be applied to the evaluation and measurement of the
structural connectivity in a given landscape (least-cost analysis, factorial least-cost paths,
graph theory, resistant kernel, etc.), but despite the applied methodology, almost all the
theories provide maps of core areas, stepping stones, nodes, linkage zones, or barriers that
can represent an effective support for local territorial planning [24,25].
In addition, it is also important to highlight the cultural value associated with igune,
as they have been created and managed by humans through the centuries for protecting
their farmhouse and secondary agricultural products from the cold wind and for obtaining
firewood and other byproducts. In a countryside dominated by flat rice paddies, the protection offered by igune to small vegetable gardens located around farmhouses allowed the
population to partially overcome the reduced rice production in years when the cold north
wind damaged it, as well as supplementing their diet with many varieties of food. Igune are,
therefore, strictly connected to the concepts of traditional forest-related knowledge and of
cultural forests, which are receiving growing attention at the international level, especially
for their links with Sustainable Forest Management (SFM) and for the preservation of
cultural identity and of agrobiodiversity [3,4,26–30].
Given these premises and considering that most of the research concerning small
woods focused on the ecological and connectivity role or on their importance as biodiversity
reservoirs, it is clear that there is a knowledge gap in relation to complete assessments of
their capacity in providing different ESs. The main aim of the paper, in fact, is to contribute
to reducing this knowledge gap, deepening the knowledge of igune and other small woods
in a recognized cultural landscape of Japan. The paper intends to:
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(1)
(2)
(3)

evaluate the current landscape role and monitor the landscape changes affecting igune
and other small woods in the last 20 years;
assess the related ESs through a literature analysis of papers referring to the same
study area;
demonstrate that the iconic features of a cultural landscape can still have multiple
roles and offer ESs to the local population, even after centuries.

In addition, the results of this study provide detailed spatial data at the landscape
level within a Japanese cultural landscape, also setting a baseline for the future monitoring
of these forest formations, which could be of interest for local administrations and planners,
as well as for the GIAHS Secretariat.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Study Area
The study area corresponds to a portion of the GIAHS site called Osaki Kodo’s Traditional Water Management System for Sustainable Paddy Agriculture, for a total surface
of 15,970 hectares, across the territories of Osaki, Kurihara, and Wakuya cities, in Miyagi
Prefecture, Japan (Figure 1). The official GIAHS site delimitation has been made following
administrative borders; therefore, it also includes main cities and other land uses not directly part of the cultural landscape but indirectly linked to the system. For this reason, it
was decided to focus on the portion of the GIAHS site which actually presents the cultural
landscape that is the subject of the inscription, excluding other areas such as cities or contiguous forests. The study area is characterized by two big forest patches (nodes) located in
the north-west and south-east part. The altitude varies from 0 to approximately 200 m a.s.l.,
with the two big forest patches corresponding to the places at higher altitude. According
to the Köppen–Geiger climate classification [31], the area has a humid subtropical climate
(Cfa), with average annual temperature in Ōsaki (the main city) of 11.5 ◦ C, highest average
temperature in August (approximately 24.4 ◦ C) and lowest in January (approximately
−0.6 ◦ C). The average annual rainfall is equal to 1249 mm. The population of Osaki city
remained almost stable from the ’70 s; according to Japanese census data, population in
1970 was equal to 126,057 while the last census of 2020 reported a population of 127,330 [32].
These data refer to all the Osaki city territory, and not only to the study area. In addition, it
has to be considered that approximately 20% of the local labor force population is actively
involved in agricultural activities [33].
2.2. Methodology
The methodology can be divided into two different parts: (i) multitemporal and spatial
analyses for obtaining data about the landscape role of igune and other small woods and
for measuring their transformations in the last 20 years, and also for setting a baseline for
future monitoring; (ii) analysis of the existing literature of studies conducted in the same
study area to assess other ES.
2.2.1. Multitemporal and Spatial Analyses
The first phase of the spatial analysis is based on the identification and mapping of
igune and other forest patches inside the study areas to assess the current and the past
situation. This has been executed through manual photointerpretation of Google Satellite
images of 2002 and 2021 using QuantumGIS (QGIS) software, in order to obtain detailed
maps of these small woods and of the two wide forest nodes in the north-west and southeast part of the study area. The 2002 images were taken by Maxar Technologies in the
month of October and have a resolution equal to 63 cm, while the 2021 images were taken
in December by Planet.com with a resolution less than 50 cm. The second step focuses
on the measurement of some simple landscape metrics to evaluate the main dimensional
characteristics of igune and other small woods (Table 1) and on the performing of different
spatial analyses.
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Figure 1. The study area (red border) corresponds to the main part of the GIAHS site called Osaki
Kodo’s Traditional Water Management System for Sustainable Paddy Agriculture, and is located
across the territories of Osaki, Kurihara, and Wakuya cities (light blue borders), in Miyagi Prefecture,
Japan. It is possible to clearly observe the two big forest nodes in the north-west and south-east part
of the study area.

The landscape metrics and spatial analyses have been applied both to 2002 and 2021
to assess the landscape changes that may have affected the igune in the last 20 years. The
two maps have been intersected to check the losses and the gains of igune and other small
woods. The polygons where igune and other small woods disappeared in the last 20 years
have been checked again to identify the new land uses that replaced them and, therefore,
to identify the main threats.
Table 1. Landscape metrics calculated for igune and other small woods.
Name

Symbol

Number of patches

NP

Mean Patch Size

MPS

Patch Density

PD

Landscape Shape Index

LSI

Formula

Description

Reference

Total number of patches.
MPS = ai /ni
ai = area of the i land use class in
hectares; ni = number of the i
land use patches.
PD = Ni /A * 100
Ni = total number of patches of
the i class; A = total surface of
the study area in hectares.
√
LSI = pi /(2 * (π*ai ))
pi = perimeter of the patch i in
meters; ai = area of the patch
i in hectares.

Average area of a patch of a
particular class.
Number of patches of a
particular class calculated on the total
surface of the study area excluding the
forest nodes (standardized per 100 ha).
Derived from the Edge Density, it
evaluates the degree of fragmentation
through segmentation of edge. LSI
increases without limit as the patch
becomes more disaggregated.

The following is the detailed description of the performed spatial analyses.

1

[34]

[35]

[35]
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A proximity analysis has been performed through the use of QGIS software and
GRASS GIS plugin to identify the average and the maximum distance of each point within
the study area from forest nodes, igune, and other small woods. A map of distance from
forest nodes, igune, and other small woods has been created, extracting and rasterizing all
these patches and then elaborating the dataset with the Proximity (raster distance) QGIS
tool. After the exclusion of all the forest nodes, igune, and other small woods patches, the
average and the maximum distance have been calculated, and then reclassified in classes to
obtain a better visualization on the map. The classes are the following: 0–10 m, 10–20 m,
20–50 m, 50–100 m, 100–200 m, 200–300 m, and above 300 m.
Using the proximity map as a basis (not the one with the distances organized in classes,
but the raster with continuous values), a simple Least-Cost Path (LCP) analysis has been
performed with Least-Cost Path QGIS plugin, to evaluate the role of igune and other small
woods in connecting the two forest nodes. The “cost” for each pixel outside wooded areas
has been set to match the distance from them, to find a route that favors small passages
outside igune and other small woods and to maintain the path as close as possible to these
areas. For pixels inside igune and other small woods, instead, a unique value of 0.1 has
been set to allow the software to identify the shortest paths within these patches, without
affecting the overall calculation of the path outside them.
To produce maps containing information about the number and the surface of igune
and other small forests, a 5-hectare hexagon grid was created using Quantum GIS with
the MMQGIS plug-in. The use of hexagons to carry out regular tessellations for landscape
structure analysis is due to the fact that this kind of grid can offer different advantages: any
given point inside a hexagon is closer to the center of that hexagon than if other shapes
(i.e., square or triangle) of the same size would be used; in addition, hexagons are the only
geometric shape for regular tessellations that shares a real border with every neighbor [36].
The choice of the size of the hexagon is made on the basis of previous experiences and on
the relation with the overall extent of the area, bearing in mind that changes in the extent of
the hexagons can lead to different results of landscape metrics [37]. For each hexagon, the
number of patches of igune and other small forests totally or partially included and their
surfaces in relation to the total surface of the hexagon have been calculated. Obviously,
this analysis has been performed excluding the two areas covered by the two large forest
nodes. The output includes two different maps (number of patches of igune and other small
forests; percentage of surface of igune and other small forests) that could also serve as a
baseline for future monitoring.
2.2.2. Literature Analysis
The second part of the applied methodology focuses on an accurate literature analysis
to investigate other specific roles and ESs related to the presence of igune and other small
woods within the study area. Due to the importance of this location on a historical,
cultural, ecological, and social level, it is possible to find some scientific studies explicitly
focusing on this area; therefore, the literature analysis has been conducted exclusively
on sources referring to the same area (and the same forest patches) used for the spatial
and multitemporal analyses. Literature reviews are increasingly used in various research
fields to assess the state of the art regarding a specific theme and to identify knowledge
gaps to be filled [38–40]. The aim of this part of the research, however, is not to apply a
standard protocol commonly used in systematic reviews, but to carry out an analysis of all
the published papers and scientific reports dealing with igune and other small woods in
the same study area. Therefore, a complete literature analysis has been conducted in the
months of January and February 2022 searching for igune-related research in all the most
commonly used scientific databases (Scopus, Web of Knowledge, ResearchGate). Since
most of the studies and reports published about igune and other small woods in the area
are not published in international journals, we also considered in our analysis the ones
published in Japanese, but with abstracts in English that reported interesting data and
information. The fact that many igune-related studies are locally published in Japanese
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and that arts and humanities studies are poorly represented in scientific databases could
represent a limitation of this part of the research. The GIAHS proposal document has
represented one of the main sources of information.
3. Results
3.1. Identification and Mapping of Igune and Other Small Woods
The local cultural landscape is deeply characterized by the presence of a high number
of small-medium size patches of igune and other small woods connecting the two big forest
nodes, located in the north-west and south-east part of the study area at a distance of
approximately 12 km (Figure 2).
In 2002, the area was characterized by 1703 igune and other small woods, for a total
extension of 2115.6 ha, with surfaces ranging from 0.012 to 88.32 ha and MPS equal to
1.24 ha. The situation of 2021 is almost the same, with a total number of igune and other
small woods equal to 1737, total surface of 2075.5 ha, ranging from 0.012 to 87.85 ha and
MPS of 1.19 ha (Table 2).
Table 2. Dimensional parameters (in hectares) and total number (NP) of igune and other small woods
in 2002 and 2021.
Year

Total
surface

NP

MPS

Q1

Q2

Q3

2002
2021

2115.6
2075.5

1703
1737

1.24
1.19

0.09
0.09

0.21
0.20

0.64
0.60

Despite it seeming that there is a great variability in the surfaces of igune or other small
woods, it has to be considered that 82% of these patches has a surface smaller than 1 ha,
16% has a surface between 1 and 10 ha and only 2% has a surface greater than 10 ha; the
situation is almost the same for 2002 and 2021 (Figure 3). The quartiles analyses confirm
that most of these features can be considered of small size (Table 2).
Results of the intersection between the layer of 2002 and 2021 show that 96.4% of igune
and other small woods surface remained unchanged regarding the land use classification,
and that there is a loss of these features corresponding only to 50.5 ha counterbalanced
by an increase of 34.3 ha (Figure 4). Despite igune and other small woods suffered only
a very small surface decrease in the last 20 years, it is interesting to highlight that the
main cause is their replacement with solar panels (on 44% of the lost surface), followed
by agricultural expansion (22%) and by urban sprawl (11%). The increase in the surface
of igune and other small woods is instead due to agricultural abandonment and to the
consequent secondary successions.
The fact that these features still deeply characterize the landscape of the study area
is testified also by their density, in particular by the PD value, which for 2021 is of 15.6,
similar to the value of 2002, that is equal to 15.2. In addition, the average value of LSI equal
to 175 (for both the years) highlights that these patches are mainly of regular shape and
with reduced segmentation of the edges.
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are exactly the same, testifying how the situation remained unchanged in the last 20 years.
In addition, it is important to notice that for both 2002 and 2021, the average distance is
equal only to 100 m, and that maximum distances are found mainly in the south part of
the area, closer to the city of Osaki.
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Outside InAverage Length
and
Small
LCP
Segments
Falling
Outside of Igune Length of LCP Segments Falling
Igune and Small
Woods Crossed
Outside Igune and
Outside
and
Total
side
Igune
of
LCPIgune
Segments
Woods (%)
Igune
and and Small
Segments
by LCP
Small
Woods (m) FallingSmall Woods (m)

Length and Small
(m) 8.9%Woods
9.7% (%)
23,647
21,918

91.1%
90.3%

Small
73
Woods
75
(%)
8.9%
9.7%

Woods
Crossed
by LCP
73
75

Outside
Igune
92
88and Small
Woods (m)
92
88

Falling Outside
Igune28
and Small
28
Woods (m)
28
28
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3.4. Density Analysis
The analysis of the density of igune and other small woods based on the hexagon grid
(Table 4) shows that most of the hexagons (81% for both 2002 and 2021) include totally
or partially one or more of these features, ranging from 1 feature (in 680 hexagons on a
total of 2208 for 2002 and in 662 hexagons on a total of 2194 for 2021) up to 9 features
(in 2 hexagons for both 2002 and 2021), with an average value equal to 1.8 patches/hexagon
for both 2002 and 2021. Regarding the percentage of surface occupied by igune and other
small woods per each hexagon, most of the hexagons fall into the range 0.1–10%, but some
of them also reach the class 90–100%. As the situation is almost identical for 2002 and
2021 (Table 4) it was decided to include only the maps of 2021 (Figure 6), which allow
us to make some further considerations. The map of the count of igune and other small
woods per hexagon (Figure 6a) highlights that the hexagons containing a higher number of
these features (from 5 to 9) are located in some specific portions of the study area, while
at the same time, the map of the surface occupied by igune and other small woods per
hexagon (Figure 6b) shows that higher percentages are located near the big forest node in
the north-western part of the study area. This is due to the fact that this big forest node
tends to split in wider but separated patches of forests, while the portion of the study area
near the south-eastern forest node is mainly characterized by smaller but very dense igune
and other small woods patches.
Table 4. Number of patches of igune and other small woods per hexagon and surface (in percentage
on the total hexagon surface) occupied by igune and other small woods per hexagon for 2002 and
2021. It is possible to notice that the situation is almost unchanged.
Igune and Other
Small Woods Patch
Count Per Hexagon

Number of Hexagons
2002

Number of Hexagons
2021

Igune and Other
Small Woods
Surface Per Hexagon

Number of
Hexagons 2002

Number of
Hexagons 2021

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

430
680
482
289
184
87
38
10
6
2
0

423
662
489
283
186
95
36
12
6
2
0

0%
0.1–10%
10–20%
20–30%
30–40%
40–50%
50–60%
60–70%
70–80%
80–90%
90–100%

433
646
332
249
180
116
82
78
41
26
25

427
652
335
247
174
107
87
77
38
26
24

Total

2208

2194

Total

2208

2194

3.5. Literature Analysis
The literature analysis highlighted that few studies specifically focused on igune and
other small woods exactly in the same study area, but the ones that we found demonstrated
to be particularly interesting for assessing the different ESs provided by these small forest
formations beyond the landscape role. Another important data point is that all the studies
and reports that have been found focused only on one specific role (flora species, avian
diversity, traditional knowledge loss, etc.), without evaluating their multifunctionality and
ES provision as a whole. The GIAHS proposal document, instead, proved to be a key source
of information.
Firstly, it is important to highlight that the surveyed landscape can be classified as a
satoyama: a traditional Japanese cultural landscape combining a variety of features (forests,
rice paddies, grasslands, ponds, and ditches) with strong functional interrelations among
the different elements. The variety of landscape features often contributes to the creation of
a landscape mosaic with a small-scale pattern and a complex structure. This complexity
does not correspond to habitat fragmentation or isolation; on the contrary, it creates a variety
of habitats, which is the major reason of high species diversity in Japanese satoyama [41–43].
In fact, according to Sasaki et al. [44], the loss of the small and characteristic landscape
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features (e.g., field margins, irrigation channels, ponds, small forest patches) in Japan
agricultural landscape is found to have deteriorating effects on biodiversity. In the study
area of Osaki Kōdo plain, igune and small woods played an important role in enabling
farmers to survive under severe environmental conditions and, at the same time, they
represent the most important characteristic of the local landscape, as approximately 40% of
total local households continue to have an igune today [33]. During rice planting season,
when rice paddies are filled with water, igune and other small woods become part of
a unique landscape of small forests interspersed among the rice paddies. These small
forests originated as a protection from the north winds for other crops that cannot survive
submerged in water. In fact, the location of these woods is not accidental; they surround
farmhouses and small cultivated fields mainly from the north-western side, while low
shrubs are planted on the southern side of the farmhouses so direct sunlight can reach the
houses and the small vegetable gardens. In addition, the economy of the area is still based
on agriculture, in particular on rice production, considering that approximately 20% of the
labor force population inside the GIAHS site is currently engaged in agricultural practices,
and that 7,185 farm households rely on profits from the sales of agricultural product; in
addition, 97% of farms has a surface under 10 hectares and family-run farms represent 94%
of the total farms, highlighting the local importance of family and small-farming within
the area.
The ecological network role is particularly important, and it is the main role taken
into consideration in previous studies and reports carried out in the same area, especially
as igune and other small forests are interspersed in an intensively cultivated landscape.
Previous research, in fact, did not take into account the landscape role, but focused on the
role of igune and small woods as important habitats, not only for vegetal species, but also
for animals, including different species of birds [16,45], dragonflies, frogs [46], or small
mammals, such as the raccoon dog [47]. Frogs, dragonflies, and spiders act as natural
predators of the pests that infest rice plants, representing a biological pest control system
and strengthening the functional relationship between igune and rice paddies [33]. Igune
themselves can be considered as agrobiodiversity hotspot in relation to flora species, despite
the small surface. Major tree species in local igune include Japanese cedar (Cryptomeria
japonica), Neolitsea sericea, Cedrus deodara, Ginkgo biloba, hinoki cypresses (Chamaecyparis obtusa), Japanese black pine (Pinus thunbergii), Japanese persimmon (Diospyros kaki), Japanese
zelkova (Zelkova serrata), Japanese chestnut (Castanea crenata), and Japanese alder (Alnus
japonica). Other common plants are Japanese spindle (Euonymus japonicus), bamboos spp.,
Camellia spp., and Juniperus chinensis. Moreover, according to Imai et al. [16], species
richness is generally higher in igune than in local secondary forests. The abundance of
trees and other flora species is also confirmed by Osawa and Nanaumi [47], as during a
tree census involving woodlots around 19 farmhouses within the same study area, they
identified more than 70 tree species. Finally, according to the data included in the GIAHS
nomination proposal, the overall number of flora species in homestead igune and other
small woods for Osaki Kōdo is equal to 207 [33]. Thanks to this abundance of species, and
to the accurate management based on traditional knowledge that favored the presence of
different species and of a multilayered vertical structure, igune were, and still are, used as
multipurpose woods, representing a complementary source of food and materials: lower
branches and fallen leaves become fuel and compost, thick branches and tree thinning are
used for wooden crafts and as fuel, fruit and nuts and plant shoots provide food. Trees such
as camellia and Japanese nutmeg (Torreya nucifera) provide seeds for oil extraction, Amur
cork tree (Phellodendron amurense) and plants such as Geranium thunbergii provide products
for traditional medication, while higher trees can provide timber to be used as building
material [48]. In addition, forest edges are considered one of the key features influencing
biodiversity in agricultural landscapes of Japan, and the decrease in the typical satoyama
mosaic can lead to the loss of ESs and farmland biodiversity, if farmland abandonment
continues to follow the recent trends at the national level [44]. In the study area, igune and
small woods are still widespread and related traditional activities, including collection
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per hexagon (Figure 6a) highlights that the hexagons containing a higher number of these
features (from 5 to 9) are located in some specific portions of the study area, while at the
same time, the map of the surface occupied by igune and other small woods per hexagon
(Figure 6b) shows that higher percentages are located near the big forest node in the northwestern part of the study area. This is due to the fact that this big forest node tends to split
13 of 20
in wider but separated patches of forests, while the portion of the study area near the
south-eastern forest node is mainly characterized by smaller but very dense igune and
other small woods patches.
of firewood and other byproducts, are still commonly practiced, and their cultural role
remained significant, as small shrines are placed within them representing areas of faith for
the local families [47].
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Despite the literature analysis proving the importance of igune and small woods in
relation to different topics (landscape, biodiversity, materials and byproducts, connectivity
features, cultural role), their surface and importance is decreasing in many other Japanese
satoyama. According to other research carried out in different study areas, in fact, some
igune and small woods have been abandoned or cut down, as a consequence of the general
decline in traditional rural lifestyle [48,49]. Another threat reported by Ishibai et al. [50] for a
similar landscape in the Tonami Plain, where homestead woodlands are found around 60%
of the farmhouses, is wind damage. Probably, the lack of traditional management caused a
simplification of the vertical structure (from multilayered to single-layered), making these
vegetation structures more susceptible to wind damages with the consequent loss of their
original role (the defense from the cold winter winds).
4. Discussion
The study of landscape structure and arrangement is increasingly used for assessing and planning landscapes, for the quantification of landscape functions and/or of
ESs [51–53], or to transfer the theories of landscape ecology to sustainable landscape planning and monitoring [54–57]. In addition, multitemporal analyses comparing the same
landscape with the same methodology for different years allow us to measure changes over
time and, therefore, to identify the integrity and vulnerability of a given landscape or of
specific landscape features [58].
The results of the performed analyses confirm the importance of igune and other small
woods for the local cultural landscape, as only marginal transformations regarding their
overall surface, number, and spatial arrangement have been found for the last 20 years.
The multitemporal analysis demonstrated that igune and other small woods continue
to represent the main characteristic features of the local landscape, while without these
features the study area would resemble any intensively cultivated plain with rice paddies.
Moreover, the spatial pattern of the identified igune and other small woods results to
be almost completely uniform and unchanged within the study area, as testified by the
detailed mapping, and by the proximity and density analysis.
Igune and other small woods still represent the main distinctive feature of the surveyed
landscape, resulting in it being heterogeneous and diversified, although the overall number
of land uses is limited. In fact, the term landscape complexity does not refer only to the
diversity and richness of landscape features, but also to the interspersion of patterns within
the landscape, to their characteristics (particularly in terms of functioning), their size, shape,
and connectivity [59–61]. The methodology applied in our research is also in line with
what has been theorized by Ode et al. [62] regarding landscape complexity analysis, who
suggested taking into account (1) distribution, (2) spatial organization, and (3) variation
and shape of the surveyed features. Therefore, the surveyed cultural landscape can be
effectively considered a heterogeneous and complex landscape, thanks to the uniform and
widespread presence of igune and other small woods. In addition, landscape structures can
be assessed and characterized through the use of hundreds of landscape metrics developed
to measure landscape patterns across a multitude of applications [63]; however, according
to different studies, there is no need to use too many landscape metrics to properly describe
landscape heterogeneity and complexity [37,64]. In particular, the density of the surveyed
feature, can be effectively used to describe landscape patterns irrespective of the scale [64],
while the MPS provides reliable data about the grain of the different landscape features [65].
Most of the identified patches have a surface smaller than 0.5 hectares; most likely
these patches can be considered real igune, while the ones with a surface bigger than 0.5 ha
fall within the classification of forests according to the most used forest definition, the one
of the FAO, stating that forests are land with a tree canopy cover of more than 10%, an
area of more than 0.5 ha and a width of more than 20 m [66]. Igune, according to the FAO
definition, can instead be assimilated to Trees Outside Forests (TOF), as they have an area
between 0.05 and 0.5 ha, canopy cover ≥ 5% if trees are present (or ≥10% if combined trees,
bushes, and shrubs), and width ≥ 3 m [67].
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Beside the importance of igune and other small woods for the cultural landscape,
results also highlighted their role as a feature of an ecological network connecting the two
forest nodes. The Least-Cost Path analysis underlined that there is an ideal path connecting
the two forest nodes that for 91% of the length passes through various igune and other small
woods, with a maximum length outside these features equal only to 92 m. The proximity
analysis verified that a substantial part (21.7%) of the surface of urban areas and paddy
fields lies within 20 m from igune and other small woods, and another 46.1% is in the range
20–100 m; therefore, these features are really interspersed with the agricultural and urban
areas and are almost evenly distributed in the local cultural landscape. The hexagon grid
analysis confirmed that the spatial distribution of these small cultural forests is mainly
uniform in the territory, except for the portion closer to Osaki city, as proved by the fact
that 82.6% of the hexagons include (totally or partially) at least one patch of igune or other
small woods.
The literature analysis of previous studies conducted in the same area, instead proved
that igune and other small woods within the study area have a key role in providing
multiple ESs to the local population (Table 5). At the same time the applied methodology
combining literature and multitemporal analyses allowed us to identify the main threats
affecting these small forests of cultural origin. The preservation of this cultural landscape
depends on the regular management of igune and other small woods, applying traditional
techniques, but is also related to the preservation of the characteristic spatial pattern and of
the number of these features. It is crucial to maintain an equilibrium between rice paddies
and igune and other small woods, as the increase in number and surface of small woods
does not necessary correspond to the amelioration or preservation of their functional role.
Secondary woods, developed as a consequence of forest clearings or after the abandonment
of agriculture, could have a completely different species composition, vertical or horizontal
structure, and functionalities from the original forests [68,69]. The fact that igune and other
small woods still provide a wide range of ESs to the local community and stakeholders
should encourage local public authorities not only to legally protect their number and
extension, but, as all the local population and the environment benefit from their presence
and functions, also to support local farmers with subsidies to favor the regular application
of traditional management, especially because local farming structure is clearly based on
family farming and smallholders. This is particularly important considering that no specific
measures of conservation of igune are currently applied in the area and, therefore, their
conservation is only based on the willingness of the local farmers who understand their
importance and their related services.
Regarding the land use changes, the spread of solar panels in the last few years,
followed by the expansion of agricultural and urban areas, represent the main threats. Agricultural intensification and/or urban sprawl are commonly considered the major threats to
biodiversity, notably through their effects on landscape fragmentation [70] impacting the
populations through two distinct effects, habitat loss and connectivity loss [20,23], but in
the study area this risk is low, thanks to the integrity of the overall landscape structure, and
igune and other small woods still clearly act as stepping stones preserving the connectivity
and providing habitats for different species. On the other side, it is also necessary to
report that the extent to which landscapes and habitats are connected or fragmented may
also affect the rate and pattern of the spread of plant or human diseases, and invasion by
nonnative species [24,71–73].
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Table 5. List of Ecosystem Services provided by igune and other small woods within the study area.
The Ecosystem Services classification is based on the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment [74].
1.1 Food and livelihood—including fruits and wild foods
1. Provisioning services

1.2 Timber and fuelwoods
1.4 Ingredients for traditional medicine
2.1 Climate regulation (local)

Ecosystem Services

2.2 Plant disease and pest regulation—igune offer suitable habitat for rice
pests’ natural predators.
2. Regulating services

2.3 Wind protection—the main traditional role of the igune allow
secondary production protected by the north wind.
2.4 Ecological role—igune act as both biodiversity hotspot and stepping
stones, connecting two forest nodes.
3.1 Traditional landscape and aesthetic value

3. Cultural services

3.2 Traditional knowledge systems, cultural heritage and sense of
place—shrines and cemetery often lays near igune.

5. Conclusions
Our research proved the importance of igune and other small wood for the local
cultural landscape, as results of the spatial analyses demonstrated that no meaningful
transformations occurred in the last 20 years. This result demonstrates that a cultural
landscape can survive and can actively support the local population without major changes.
The application of a multitemporal and other spatial analyses and the calculation of selected
landscape metrics allowed us to characterize their spatial pattern, and to measure the
landscape structure complexity and the transformations in the last 20 years. In addition,
the accurate analysis of studies previously conducted within the same study area allowed
the identification of the main ESs related to igune and other small woods. Summarizing
the results of our research, it is possible to state that these small cultural forests effectively
contribute to providing the following ESs to the local community:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Landscape: igune and other small woods still deeply characterize the local cultural
landscape (satoyama), which otherwise would be merely an intensive agricultural
landscape, like many others in plain areas.
Ecological network: igune and other small woods act as stepping stones connecting
large forest patches.
Biodiversity hotspots: a particularly high number of trees and shrubs species can be
found inside igune and other small woods, but igune also represent key habitats for spiders, frogs, and other rice pests’ natural predators that contribute to the agroecosystem
balance.
Wind protection: the original role of igune is still important in the area to allow secondary
production of vegetables near the farmhouses to integrate the local population diet.
Wood and non-wood forest products: igune and other small woods provide multiple
products to local farmers, including timber, firewood, fruits, ingredients for traditional
medicine, and food.
Cultural role: small shrines are often located within igune, demonstrating their strict
connection with the local culture.

It is important to stress that these small forest formations are the clear result of cultural
practices, and that their multifunctional role is closely connected to an active management
by local farmers based on traditional knowledge. A hypothetical interruption of traditional
management of igune could lead to a change in the vertical structure and in the species
composition, with the consequent loss of one or more ESs. In fact, the tendency to evolve
towards a single-layer structure could have negative consequences both on biodiversity,
with the decrease in the number of vegetal species, and on the original role of protection
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against wind, as igune could result more subject to wind damages. Therefore, it is necessary
to promote an active traditional management of igune and other small woods at a local level,
highlighting their multifunctional role and the connections with the local cultural identity.
The application of a mixed methodology, combining detailed multitemporal and spatial
analyses with the analysis of the studies performed in the same area, effectively contributed
to the assessment of the landscape structure and of the ESs, and can be replicated in similar
cultural landscapes to reduce knowledge gaps, to identify the best conservation strategies,
and to detect the main threats. Limitations of the research are related to the fact that, for
deeply investigating the ecological network, it is necessary to consider also other land uses
(i.e., urban areas, rice paddies, shrublands), possible obstacles related to the presence of
roads and railways, and to refer to specific fauna species, as each of them is characterized
by a different behavior. In addition, specific studies on the perception of igune by the local
population could be useful to further investigate the cultural value of these small forests.
These kinds of analyses, however, are out of the scope of this research, the focus of which
was on deepening the knowledge of igune and on assessing the landscape structure and
the ESs within a specific and well-known cultural landscape. Results of our research could
be used to inform local stakeholders about the importance and the main threats related
to igune and other small woods but could also represent a baseline for monitoring and
measuring possible transformations in the near future.
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